
 

Social Media 

Cleaning Up Your Act 
 
 
    
For many of us, our online identities have become the first impression we offer the world, and as a job 
seeker, it’s important to consider what that first impression might be, should a prospective employer 
look you up online.  Not all of us had a perfect upbringing and there may have been times we regret a 
decision or two we made, but anything perceived as inappropriate or too political/negative could spell 
the end of a fantastic job offer, so it’s crucial to utilize social media effectively and properly.   

Cleaning up your act on social media doesn't have to mean stripping everything back to a boring profile 
devoid of all personality, you can be yourself - just be the best version of yourself. 
 
Step 1: Google Yourself 
Go on – it’s not like you’ve never done it before. Googling your own name will reveal which social media 
accounts are likely to pop up if others looks for you online, and can be a Godsend in instances where a 
lapsed account is still showing up.  Delete any profiles you no longer use once and for all, so you can 
focus on optimizing the accounts you do use for job hunting. 
 
Step 2: A Social Media Audit 
Make a list of the social spaces you regularly hang out in, and take time to audit each, keeping the 
following in mind: 
 
• Profile photo. Ensure it’s recent, and doesn’t depict you in a compromising light. Swap party pics for 

friendly head-and-shoulders shots, and mix up your profile photos to showcase your personality. 
(Use the grandma rule, “Would I be ok if she saw this?) 
  

• Bio. You can still be yourself and showcase your personality – just ensure your bio contains nothing 
offensive. Include your current role and company, and only link to websites or blogs you would be 
happy for an employer to see.  
  

• Posts. Delete anything you feel could be a red flag to employers, including strong, controversial, or 
derogatory language, links to inappropriate websites or images, or overly negative or angry rants. 
Delete anything bad-mouthing a past relationship, employer, or competitors. 
  

• Photos. Strip any images out which might give a negative impression, even too many selfies can 
come across as narcissistic or indulgent to a potential employee.  Remember they are concerned 
about how you present yourself professionally, and how you will relate to others.  If need be, 
request friends delete any photos you wouldn’t want seen, and upload new photos that showcase 
your interests and personality. 
  

• Likes. Even the pages you like, or tweets you follow, have the potential to say a lot about you. 
Think back through what you previously liked, it might be time to rethink those decisions and 
unlike and unfollow as necessary.  
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Step 3: Use Social Media to Your Advantage 
Using your profiles to showcase your personality, surprising skillsets and interests can set you apart from 
the crowd, while also positioning you as technologically savvy. 

If a potential employer finds you online and sees your passion for their ministry, business, or industry, 
enjoys your personality and gets a feel for your intelligence and skills, you could end up having the 
advantage over candidates who aren’t playing in social media spaces. 
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